I would like to share with you the purpose, intent and heartfelt
desires of this movement. This site offers you an entrance into a
New Reality that we know not in this earth as one body, one family
nor as a spiritually healthy gathering as God’s children.
We must be willing to look closely and examine how our reality
based in the world is actually surreal. We must be willing to see the
erosion we have all allowed and contributed to. Ignorance is a sad
excuse for choosing to ignore that which is in plain sight and not
hidden!
I too have done all these things that are wrong. Through
recognizing what is wrong I have chosen a new path. This site
reflects the many treasures I have found that are of Heaven that are
available for me, you and everyone…
This virtual canvass contains…
A Sharing of The Light that I have found, a wreckage of a man lost
at the bottom of the sea, a sheep that fell into an empty, dark well.
An Invitation to The Brighter Light that is our Hope In Christ, In
Yah'shua and a reintroduction to His Father Who Is Our Father…
The Timeless and Ancient of Days...The Holy God of Israel !
A Drink Offering From The Well That Is Deep that is of The Living
Water… of Life Eternal...
A Table set and a meal offered freely to the hungry and those
starving in spiritual poverty. A meal that satisfies the stomach that
growls by day and by night. A meal once tasted instills a new
hunger, a new desire that will not settle for less, for the crumbs
offered in the world.
You will find art, music and writings not only those given me but
those of others of like heart being mindful of the sacredness of
where all things come from.
This site is an entrance to one path…A Higher Path !
Knowing that we come from many angles there are many
approaches and directions available to you as you are free to
choose when and where you go.

We ask nothing of you but to freely receive of that which we have
received. You are invited to a well that is deep and to come into A
Light That Is Greater…A Lampstand that is freely there for all!
We seek to provide you with a new knowledge, wisdom and
understanding that is quite contrary to what we see and are taught
in this world. We offer you the same Rabbi, the same Teacher
Who’s feet we gather at. It is truly up to you !
The reality of our plight is often hidden behind the confines of our
comfort…our perspective becomes one not unlike a horse wearing
blinders that can only see in one direction requiring direction
guided by the driver.
We examine the drivers that yield us one wreck after another while
claiming our own existence to be perfect according to our desires
and our vision for what life should be about.
Truth Reigns Supreme in this site…there is no mis-direction, no
hidden drivers or desires on our part except to offer you a new
perspective, a new view at reality and a way that is exceedingly
better while exceedingly more difficult than conforming to the ways
of this world.
" Whitewashed is the canvass of our true afflictions, our turmoil and
our spiritual poverty "
A place to rest one's head, to leave behind the turmoil of a life
traveled and to recognize how impoverished we have become as
children and as a family separated from God Our Father.
A place where The Light of A Candle lit by the Servant of All is one
that cannot be extinguished and can burn brighter in the hearts of
we His children into our innermost hidden fragilities and sacred
innocense lost in a stormy sea called the world. It is we that must
say “Enough is Enough” and we that must want a new light !
A place to look into the mirror of our true needs that are
simple...Love, Compassion, Kindness and, most of all, to treat one
another's heart as sacred and precious space...It is not man that can
go to these deep places of our innermost being, it is The Lord God
Who cherishes and holds we His Creation sacred that can cross the

chasm of our deepest fears to meet our deepest longing with His
Love, His Embrace and His Heart. His Heart can re-unite with ours
if we are willing...if we are willing to trust for the first time or
willing to trust just one more time !
It is a landing, an island and A Rock upon which we can wash up
upon without judgment of our condition, our weakness and our
fearful vulnerability ! A land that lies all around us and can once
again emerge from within us. It is we that live upon our own
islands of despair and of blindness that recognize not that the
stormy sea separates us from one another and from God.
It is A Hand extended toward us that can take our hearts and souls
into His Bossom where we may find rest and be healed, delivered
from the fire that destroys into The Fire of A Heart that burns
Eternally as a fireplace warms us as we enter from the cold
outdoors.
A place to find oneself once again. It is hard to find anything in a
room shadowed in the darkness. To find and take back what a thief
has stolen...to receive The Promise of an inheritance in The Son...a
return, released from our chains to venture back into a seamless
connection with God, with our heritage and with the blood that has
flowed forth vessel to vessel out of A Promise Made, The Promise of
a Great Nation Made to Abraham, a friend of The Lord's.
A place to come to know how we have come against God Who Is Our
Friend… Who Has Extended His Hand to us Through His Most
Precious Son Christ Jesus, Yah'shua that we may, through coming to
Know Him, come to once again be a friend unto Him and then truly
friends, brothers and sisters once again.
What the world has eroded away can be gathered to become as the
mortar that binds together a new house, a new structure built
upward with lowly humility firmly upon The Rock. The Rock of our
redemption and salvation...A New House where we may dwell
together with He Who seeks to Dwell with us, amongst we His
People !
But first we must acknowledge that we are indeed lost sheep in
need of A Good Shepherd ! It is the sheep that has no shepherd
that lives alone, separated from the flock and Our Good Shepherd !

Let us come together and learn how to Love again without hurt,
pain and anguish. May we learn to reach out to the needy by
ourselves acknowledging our need and then reaching out to receive.
For he who has not received into the deepest of places cannot freely
give of a cup that has been filled and is readied to overflow. Our
cups are filled with cracks and voids that cannot hold the good
wine. The cup that is our heart is need of repair, if not
replacement. If we have but crumbs we cannot feed another. If we
settle for death as life then we cannot offer life unto another.
And...He and she that know not the true source of these things
eternal know not a new life, a new hope and a new love that will
endure beyond the rule of our selfishness and callous disregard for
the we that are all children of God. It is the flesh that is selfish unto
the suffering and neglect of others that leaves a residue of the ash
of lives lost forevermore in the history of our hearts closed,
hardened. Separated from one another are we that are to be
gathered together seeking at every moment The Heart of Our
Loving and Kind Creator. He that has never left our side as we
wander aimlessly down the wide path of our collective destruction
in this space granted us, made for us…we and HIM together !
" Perfect is the measure and flow of God's Love. It is the brook that
pours forth Living Water...His Light reaches deep into the heart
parched...that truly fills to overflowing that we might embrace and
dance for the ages together in Life Eternal...Amen !

